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Regional Reconnection - the New Paradigm

THE BALKAN FAMILY
Introduction
In late 2012, the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, Sarajevo Office, published a book on five possible scenarios of
future developments in Bosnia and Herzegovina1. These scenarios, covering everything from dissolution
of Bosnia and Herzegovina to its full centralization, also include a scenario entitled “Western Balkan
Inter-City – Regional Reconnection”2. The scenario carries a latent but important message – that over
the course of the last 20 years, “the Balkans proper” (in this case, the former Yugoslavia plus Albania),
with its great-power nationalisms and wrong ideologies, has practically eaten up its very substance
and, as such, is unlikely to join Europe, which during this time has developed and grown on entirely
different premises. It has become obvious that an all-encompassing strong desire for EU membership
can be achieved only if the Balkan people3 embrace the very same principles of mutual connection
on which the French, the Germans, and others have built the contemporary EU. Are the Balkans really
ready for this absolutely necessary change? We hereby assert that slowly but surely the time is coming,
and, together with this, and even more importantly, people are coming to understand this. Moreover,
this time around, the connection is based on economic interests as the ideology of the new era, or, as
the renowned journalist Tim Judah put it in a nutshell – on the logic of an economic Yugosphere4. While
it may be true that in public discourse, anything bearing the political and geographical determinant of
“Yugo” still has a predominantly negative connotation, in real life, over the last ten years or so, there have
been changes that carry within them all the most important ingredients for a new Balkan mix.
Therefore, in the text below, we will first attempt to demonstrate that a large number of regional
initiatives might have been initially enforced by the EU, but, as time passed, quality has emerged
from quantity. The concept of European regionalism was developed at the time of the blood count
in the Balkans. However, regionalism is now moving to the Balkans, where it has imposed itself as a
new doctrine. Infrastructure, as the clogged circulatory system of the Balkan organism, is an essential
requirement for this platform to function; thus we will give it due attention.
Furthermore, we will try to reveal the most important driving factors behind the new paradigm and
attempt to prove that desire to expand business and make a profit across the borders has suppressed
the policy of nationalism, which, however, will not easily surrender in the ruthless fight between
ideology and economic logic5. It is exactly in this field that the concept of EU expansion has passed all
the tests and was worth every Eurocent invested in it. The EU has played an important role in creating
the prerequisites for this historic change in the Balkans; one could even assert that Europe has almost
redeemed itself for having passively observed the bloodshed in the region in the 1990s. For this reason,
it is painful to see the ever more pronounced euro-skepticism in the EU, and in particular the fatigue
toward enlargement.

1

Bosnia and Herzegovina 2025: Scenarios on Future Developments, FES, Sarajevo 2012, Edited by Paul Pasch.

2

Bosnia and Herzegovina 2025: Scenarios on Future Developments, FES, Sarajevo 2012, Edited by Paul Pasch (pgs. 41-44 and
69-70) – Amer Kapetanović, Muharem Bazdulj and Aleksandar Trifunović.
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The term Balkan people hereby refers to the citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Albania.
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“Yugoslavia is Dead- Long Live The Yugosphere”, T. Judah, London School of Economics, LSEE-Research on Eastern Europe,
London, 2009.
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“Business in the Balkans - the case for cross-border cooperation”, Liz Barrett, Centre for European Reform, London, 2002.
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European Pragmatism.....
As the European Union grew stronger, so did another thing on the Old Continent, with the passage of
time - the process of deconstruction of the system in which states were in tight correlation with their
borders and sovereign territory. In the 1990s, there begins a sort of “de-bordering”6, in which the issue
of inter-state borders within the EU becomes more of an administrative/technical issue than a state
one, with growing importance being given to the concept of regionalization and creation of macro and
micro regions as functional substitutes. While the Balkans became ever more fragmented ethnically
and ideologically, the EU was experiencing concentration in its macro-regional, not always national
identities7. Multilevel governance8 has become an integral part of the decision-making process, to the
extent that currently 160 regions and cities in the EU are networking to formulate and monitor the
implementation of the Europe 2020 Strategy9. The concept of European regionalization relies upon
three financial pillars: a. European Regional Development Fund, which is mostly focused on giving
assistance to European regions with smallest rates of development; b. Cohesion Fund, which partfinances regional transportation and infrastructure projects; c. IPA Fund, with its component for crossborder cooperation, assisting EU candidate countries in financing development of transport networks
and environmental projects, whether inside their borders or cross-border. During the period of 20072013, from the European Regional Development Fund alone EUR 8.7 billion was used for regional and
cross-border development projects within the EU10.
It is important to note that the EU established a fund for regional development only in 1975, a full
30 years after the end of the Second World War. This idea had been blocked several times in its early
stages, and the initial British proposal for the fund budget to be 2.4 billion European Currency Units was
eventually reduced to ECU 1.4 billion11. The process of evolution of EU regionalism took three decades.
The basic driving factors behind this European rationalism vs. European nationalism were exactly the
economic interests of a number of groups, which were best articulated at local levels, where life is
actually the most realistic.

...and Balkan Regionalism
Now, can the Balkans likewise, after 20 years of a history of good neighborly cooperation, step up into
a higher sphere of regionalism? There are quite a few organizations and initiatives currently operating
in the territory of Southeastern Europe, which certainly includes the Balkans. We will mention only the
most important ones: SEECP (South-East European Cooperation Process), RCC (Regional Cooperation
Council), MARRI (Migration, Asylum, Refugees Regional Initiative), CEI (Central European Initiative),
RACVIAC (Regional Arms Control Verification and Implementation Assistance Center - Center for Security
Cooperation), Union for the Mediterranean, AII (Adriatic and Ionian Initiative), CEFTA (Central European
Free Trade Agreement), SECI (Southeast European Cooperative Initiative), SELEC (Southeast European
6

“De-bordering and Erosion of State as Problem of Modern State Theory”, Peter Bussjaeger, Institute for Federalism in
Innsbruck, Austria, 2000. Original title: “Entgrenzung und Staatserosion als Problem der modernen Staatstheorie”.

7

Under the definition by the European Commission, a macro-region is an area including territory from a number of different
countries or regions associated with one or more common features or challenges: economic interest, cultural identity,
language bonds or simply common challenges. Thus, this type of regionalization refers to: Adriatic-Ionian Macro-region,
Nordic Region, Benelux, Baltic Region, Danube Macro-region, Mediterranean Union, etc.

8

“Conference on the topic: Implementing Multilevel Governance in the European Union“, EU Committee of the Regions. See
the Report at: http://cor.europa.eu/en/activities/governance/Documents/f27cee35-83ff-4a6d-a3e7-43b29f2d5102.pdf.
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EU 2020 Monitoring Platform: http://cor.europa.eu/en/activities/networks/Pages/europe-2020-monitoring-platform.aspx.

10 http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/agriculture/general_framework/g24234_en.htm.
11 European Unit of Account – this was used by the European Commission between 1975 and 1979. The EUA was a so-called
basket of European currencies, whose one unit corresponded to IMF special drawing rights worth 1.20635 USD. Later on, a
single currency unit of the European Community was established, followed by the single currency.
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Law Enforcement Center, RAI (Regional Anti-Corruption Initiative), RP-SSCSSR (Regional Program on
Social Security Coordination and Social Security Reforms in SEE), CPESSEC (Center of Public Employment
Services of Southeast European Countries), and SEEHN (South-Eastern Europe Health Network). A mere
glance at the portfolio of each of these initiatives/organizations leads to the conclusion that this is
essentially new regional networking through sector cooperation, which substantially follows positive
European experiences. Most of these regionalisms have also been sponsored by the EU, not only
normatively12, but also financially, through various assistance programs. Most of them have up to four
sector components: political, economic, security and cultural. In some cases the first is predominant,
in other cases the second; it often involves a combination with certain sector-specific features: trade
(CEFTA), security and migration (MARRI), arms control (RACVIAC), etc.
Now, if we add ever more frequent gatherings of government ministers in various fields beyond formal
platforms, as well as trilateral meetings (regardless of which trilateral it is, whether Serbia-Bosnia and
Herzegovina-Turkey, Croatia-Bosnia and Herzegovina-Turkey, Croatia-EU-Bosnia and Herzegovina, or
quadrilaterals: Serbia-Macedonia-Albania-Montenegro), one can easily note that regional cooperation
in the Balkans gradually becomes an integral part of internal and foreign policies, not always as a
prerequisite, request or recommendation by the EU. This is best confirmed by the fact that by the end of
2013, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina will have the first joint session of the two Governments, while
there are underway preparations for the first joint session of the Governments of Croatia and Serbia,
as well as the second joint session of the Governments of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Bosnia
and Herzegovina has also an agreement signed with Montenegro and Serbia, which enables mutual
provision of diplomatic/consular services in countries in which one of the countries does not have its
own diplomatic/consular representation. Bilateral political and economic consultations have become
regular annual events, and this year they were held with Serbia twice. The Pahor-Josipović presidential
initiative on informal regional gathering of regional state presidents is a rather expected response
of Slovenia and Croatia to the latest spur of Balkan regionalism13. It is a reflection of some degree of
superiority (we are not in the Balkans in terms of geo-politics and we can be your advocates in the EU),
but also of inherent economic interest (the Balkans is the only market where we are competitive). So,
what is at hand is a number of mutually connected interests, which not only tie Croatia and Slovenia
to the rest of the Balkan area, but also act as strong glue between and among other countries. If this
is the situation, then it does not come as a surprise to see a proposal to establish a new framework of
regional cooperation, which would include Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Kosovo14*,
Macedonia and Serbia, proposed several months ago by Dr. Igor Lukšić, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister for Foreign Affairs and European Integration of Montenegro15. Although some media referred
to this initiative as a sort of Balkan union with joint parliamentary assembly and police16, it is actually
far from it. One could rather say that it is an attempt for the region to get better connected, forming a
respectable functional entity, which would talk to Europe about many issues as a single geopolitical
and economic space. And this would certainly increase the chance for someone out there, in global
stratospheres, to hear this voice – which is backed by a connected market of some 30 million consumers.
12 Stabilization and Association Agreement, which the EU signed with all countries in the region (Title III, Articles 14,15,16 and
17) clearly provides for an obligation to develop good neigborly relations and nourish regional cooperation.
13 http://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/radni-dorucak-na-pantovcaku-predsjednici-iz-regije-za-istim-stolom/686260.aspx.
14 Kosovo is mentioned here to ensure the idea is presented credibly, without prejudice to its status, and in accordance with
the UN SC Resolution 1244, as well as the Opinion of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on the Kosovo Declaration of
Independence.
15 The Initiative has a working title of WB6 (West Balkans six countries), and, following preliminary consultations, it was turned
into a declaration, which was offered for signature to the Prime Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Macedonia,
Kosovo*, Albania and Montenegro.
16 http://www.avaz.ba/vijesti/iz-minute-u-minutu/crnogorska-inicijativa-za-formiranje-balkanske-policije-i-skupstine.
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It is true, however, that not everyone in the region shares Lukšić’s enthusiasm, which is best testified to
by what became somewhat of a fiasco of the initiative on the margins of the session of the UN General
Assembly in New York. The plan was to adopt a joint declaration, but it ended with a mere informal
meeting of foreign affairs ministers, without a clear conclusion. Perhaps it was launched too soon and
was not well reasoned, but it is a shame that this idea is not seen by all as a significant chance that merits
practical application. Some fear it might push the region into a policy of an EU neighborhood; others
see it as an overambitious attempt to revive the Yugosphere; and there are even those who would want
to measure its immediate impact.

Business Logic Helping Connection
As we asserted in the introduction, Lukšić’s idea and similar ideas have not emerged out of the blue. Merely
five years ago, it was practically unimaginable to have a joint session of the Governments of Serbia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina, or Governments of Croatia and Serbia, or for the President of Croatia to make a
speech in the B-H Parliament, let alone to seriously consider initiatives like the one by Lukšić. The biggest
contribution to the maturing of such ideas and awareness of them has come from business, which had
found national borders to be too tight even during the war. Data on foreign trade exchange between
the countries in the region and mutual acquisitions best confirm the thesis that it was business which
prepared the grounds for politics, and then, as their sponsors, turned it in a different direction. It is strong
enough an impulse that encourages the arrival of politicians of the new generation - de Gasperi, Monnet
and Schuman of the Balkans17. If we follow business logic, we can see that this Balkan space is much more
compact and broader than the official CEFTA space. We can see that Slovenia and Croatia are an integral
part of it and that even the biggest Balkan-skeptics in those countries do not dare to say otherwise. This is
best illustrated by Croatia insisting, having left CEFTA, on continuing to use its benefits in the form of freetrade arrangements. In doing so, it has the support of the European Commission, which, aware that Croatia
might be under serious economic pressure for having lost a significant market, attempts through various
negotiation techniques to force CEFTA countries to grant this privilege to Croatia, under the auspices of
technical adjustments to SAA. The best illustration for this is Bosnia and Herzegovina, with an SAA with
full liberalization of trade with the EU, having however agreed with the EU to maintain customs duty on
15 European products, in an attempt to somehow protect its own manufacturers. The EU is now asking
Bosnia and Herzegovina to give up even those 15 “protected” articles and enable Croatia to export them
to Bosnia and Herzegovina without customs duty. The bottom line is that economic interdependence of
countries in the region changes even some agreed rules within the EU.
Over the past few years there has been an increase in investment and acquisitions by Croatian companies
in Slovenia, and consequently an indirect purchase of the Slovenian share in other countries of the
region. Given the purchase of Droga Kolinska and the offer to purchase Mercator, which has not yet been
approved by the Slovenian Competition Protection Agency, analyses concur that the food-trade chain
in Slovenia has been slipping into a tight grip of Croatian companies (Agrokor and Atlantic Group). It is
exactly these two Croatian food giants that market over 50% of their products in the CEFTA territory.
Atlantic Group submits that with the acquisitions in Slovenia, the sales share in Croatia has gone down
to 33%, while they sell 48% of the products in other former Yugoslav countries. Agrokor has made a
tempting offer for Mercator (53% share) of EUR 240 million or 53% share in ownership. Atlantic Group
has purchased Droga Kolinska (till then owned by Serbian NCA Investment Group) for EUR 243 million.
As of July 2013, Croatia Osiguranje is in the process of purchasing shares of the Slovenian insurance

17 Only some of the initiators and founders of the European Coal and Steel Community, the precursor to the current European
Union.
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company Sava Re, aiming to acquire a controlling share. Dukat, owned by Lactalis Group, has taken over
Ljubljanska Mlekarna, with a 36.4% share. With this purchase, Dukat has also taken over PPM, a milk
factory in Tuzla.
During the period from 1998 to 2013, Croatia has invested a total of EUR 622 million in Serbia18, which
constitutes about 43% of the outflow of Croatian investments in the region. Of this number, 450 million
pertain to Agrokor investments. In Serbia, Agrokor owns the retail chain Idea, companies Frikom and
Dijamant, a mill in Kikinda, a farm for fattening of heifers with annual capacity of 2000 head, a fruit
and vegetable distribution center, and the mineral water plant Mirela. Dukat owns a milk factory in
Sombor (investment of EUR 26 million). Atlantic Group (with the acquisition of Droga Kolinska) assumed
ownership of the factory of candy products Soko Štark, Grand Kafa and Palanački Kiseljak. Vindija has
factories and distribution centers in Serbia.
In Bosnia and Herzegovina, EUR 612 million have been invested from Croatia during the period between
1993 and 201319. Bosnia and Herzegovina is third in terms of scope of Croatian investments (after the
Netherlands and Serbia). Biggest investments were in trade, the food industry and chemical manufacturing.
T-Hrvatski Telekom (39.1%) and Hrvatske Pošte (5.2%) are co-owners of HT Eronet. INA-MOL has purchased
67% of shares in the Sarajevo-based Energopetrol for BAM 220 million; Agrokor (Konzum d.d.) has made
investments in the trade sector – opening and purchase of supermarkets and purchase of Sarajevski
Kiseljak through Jamnica.
The single largest investment in Bosnia and Herzegovina has come from Serbia; it is the purchase of
Telekom Srpske by Telekom Srbije in 2007. The investment amounted to around EUR 646 million (65% of
shares). The oil industry of Serbia NIS, owned by the Russian Gazprom, has been present in Bosnia and
Herzegovina under two brands: NIS Petrol and Gazprom (which has taken over petrol stations from the
Austrian OMV). By the end of 2013, NIS is expected to invest EUR 90 million in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
concern Hemofarm a.d. has invested into Hemofarm d.o.o. Banja Luka. Komercijalna banka a.d. has opened
branches in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Serbian investors claim that their investments are discriminated against in Croatia20, but Croatian
authorities deny this. On the other hand, the amount of total investments is relatively low (for regional
standards) – about EUR 14 million21. NCA Investment Group has purchased Croatian Turbo Limač (toy
stores in the Republic of Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Slovenia) for EUR 22 million. It should
be mentioned that NCA IG is a former owner of Droga Kolinska, purchased by Atlantic Group. Savings
bank Tesla has opened branches in Croatia; a major shareholder in this is Fond za Razvoj AP Vojvodine
from Novi Sad. These are only some of the major acquisitions, to help illustrate the thesis that business
erases borders, as well as misconceptions, and through capillary action it actually nourishes the idea of
regional reconnection as the new paradigm.

Clogged Regional Circulation
It seems that people in trade have built a good regional network and have certainly paved the way for
better connections; they have, however, come across a serious obstacle of very bad mutual connectivity
between the countries, not only by land (road and rail), but also by air. Nothing can better or more
vividly illustrate the background of this lack of connection, which could as easily be applied to a large

18 Source: www.hnb.hr.
19 www.hnb.hr.
20 Mentioned in the EC Progress Report RC 2009.
21 Al Jazeera Balkans (www.balkans.aljazeera.com).
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majority of the Balkan countries, than the documentary entitled “Corridor 8”22. It is discouraging to
know that there is no direct rail communication between Albania and Macedonia, between Bulgaria
and Albania, as well as between Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro, or for that matter no direct
airline connection between Tirana and Sarajevo, Skopje and Sarajevo, etc. The film reveals that the work
on connecting the last 600 meters of rail track between the Bulgarian border town of Gyueshevo and
the first frontier place in Macedonia, the irony is obvious, was started back in 1941 by Germans, who
only managed to make a tunnel. They have not finished this work for obvious reasons, but it is a cause
for concern that this has not been done in the 63 years after World War II. There is no rail going through
the tunnel, and villagers on both sides have been using it for growing mushrooms.
Thus, a logical question arises as to whether anything can be done for true reconnection on this wave of
new regional impetus. The transport backbone in the region currently consists of three routes (V, VIII and
X) of the so-called Pan-European Transport Corridor, which has been designed to connect Eastern and
Southeastern Europe with the nucleus of the European transport network in the EU (TEN-T). The idea
was conceived in 1994. Corridors X and Vc were added to the Pan-European Network at the Conference
in Helsinki in 1997. The Pan-European Network aims to rationalize the infrastructure and assist in funding
of these strategic projects. There is a notable time discrepancy between the time they started making
feasibility studies and the actual work on various parts of the corridors. Most projects were approved in
the 1990s, construction designs were made a whole decade later, and the construction on most of them
was begun after 20 years. This is yet another confirmation of the thesis that each new kilometer of the
road and rail built was another step towards genuine convergence of the countries in the region. The
maps below best illustrate the infrastructure potential of the region as a whole, given that hardly any
major investor would be interested in construction of a 50-kilometer road or railroad inside each of the
countries. The interest is multiplied in proportion to the regional importance of the road and railroad
corridors. The Government of the People’s Republic of China has opened a credit line of USD 10 billion
for strategic projects in the territory of Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe, placing the focus
exactly on projects with a strong regional dimension23.
Investment funds from the UAE and Qatar also show interest in regional projects, because this not only
involves more kilometers, but also more users, which renders feasibility studies much more attractive,
be they public/private partnerships or concessions. The recent development of Etihad Airways having
become a co-owner of Air Serbia (former JAT) is only the first step in regional acquisitions by this
powerful airline company. Talks are underway, according to well informed sources, with Croatia Airlines
and Montenegro Airways, as well as with the Government of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
as the owner of Air Bosnia. The idea is very much alive to create a regional air-company called Balkan
Airlines, something like Scandinavia Airlines, which could be a strong regional competitor even to some
companies in the Star Alliance group24. Arabian capital seems determined to connect the region by air.
Contributing strongly to the new regional paradigm is also the Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP)25, which
will distribute natural gas from Azerbaijan, through Bulgaria, Macedonia, and Albania, to Italy, while its
second strategic branch, called Ionian Adriatic Pipeline (IAP), will distribute gas from Albania, through
Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Croatia, to the rest of continental Europe. This project will
not only connect the countries in the region in terms of attracting joint investments, but it will also lead
to significant diversification of gas suppliers, and thus a fall in the price of this energy source. In Albania

22 “Corridor 8”, Director: Boris Despodov, Agitrop, Bulgaria, 2008.
23 http://balkans.aljazeera.net/vijesti/gdje-i-koliko-kina-ulaze-u-regionu.
24 Austrian Airways, Lufthansa, Turkish Airlines, German Wing, Scandinavian Airlines.
25 http://www.trans-adriatic-pipeline.com/.
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Map: Overview of highways and roads in the core network of
SEETO (Southeastern Europe Transport Observatory)
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Map: Overview of rail corridors in the core network of
SEETO (Southeastern Europe Transport Observatory)

alone, TAP brings an investment worth EUR 110 million, while other jobs tied to the project indirectly
are assessed at EUR 35 million.

Wir sprechen Balkanisch! Oder?
Around 17 million people in the region of Western Balkans26 speak similar languages and, if they wish,
they can communicate and understand each other, which constitutes a good basis not only for rich
cultural cooperation, but also for creation of a single cultural space. Some linguists assert that there
is 93% similarity among Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian and Montenegrin language standard and that
only seven percent constitute lexical specificities among them. Electronic and paper media have long
managed to circumvent this barrier, so it does not come as a surprise that today, among the fifteen
most-watched TV stations in Croatia, as many as five TV stations are from Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
one from Serbia27. According to surveys by marketing agencies, in the course of 2011, one million people
in the region watched the Bosnian-Herzegovinian comedy show “Lud, zbunjen, normalan”. The Serbian
show “Montevideo, Bog te video” was the most popular show in Croatia in 2013, as was the Serbian
film “Parada”, which broke all box-office records in the region. The regional project of Al Jazeera Balkans
is simply a logical and successful continuation of this connection, in which this Qatar TV network has
invested EUR 15 million, with the commitment to double the investment over the next five years. These
are small pieces of the regional cultural mosaic, which however give a clue as to what the mosaic might
look like. If we take into consideration that in 2012 alone, 50% of the films produced in the territory of
Southeastern Europe were filmed as official co-productions with participation of at least two countries
from the region, then it is not surprising that there are ever more requests to form a regional film fund,
26 For Croatia, Serbia, and Montenegro, the data used are the results of the censuses conducted in 2011 and 2012. Given that
the census in Bosnia and Herzegovina has not been completed, the data used are from the last census in 1990. Added to this
number is the number of those in Macedonia and Slovenia who are believed to understand one of the common languages
of the former Yugoslavia. Further added are also assumptions about Kosovo, given that it was not covered by the census in
Serbia in 2011.
27 OBN, Pink BH, FTV, Hayat, BHT, and RTS1. See more at: http://mojtv.hr/magazin/2567/top-25-najgledanijih-televizijskihpostaja-u-hrvatskoj.aspx.
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something like Nordic (Film) Council28, which would finance movies in regional co-production. From
2004 to 2013, former Yugoslav countries spent EUR 7.4 million on joint film co-productions, which is the
approximate amount spent by the Nordic Council annually29. After almost ten years of stasis, this idea
was brought back to life in official talks of possible cooperation of these countries as part of the WB6
initiative; if it ever gets implemented, it will be exactly due to strong interdependence and connection. It
would be difficult to enumerate all the regional film festivals and literary awards which draw exactly on
this common language and cultural matrix. Sarajevo Film Festival has become a regional film platform,
where film projects that express all distinctive features of regional film making are selected through
projects such as Cinelink and Sarajevo Grad Filma. The publishing company VBZ from Zagreb, one of the
largest in the Serbian/Croatian/Bosnian/Montenegrin language area, gives a literary award every year,
selected by a jury of renowned writers from all of these countries.
Using rather similar principles, there has been regional reconnection in sports. The ABA basketball
league, which is comprised of 14 basketball clubs from the territory of the former Yugoslavia, and which
was created on the basis of proposals from Slovenia and Croatia, was formed for purely simple reasons
– larger area, better competition, and more profit. The situation is similar when it comes to the regional
handball league SEHA30, which generates not only quality but also profit. It is interesting that these two
leagues are sponsored by large corporations, which are more than interested in a connected, rather
than fragmented region. The ABA league has been sponsored by Adidas, MOL, the Hungarian group
MVP, while the SEHA league has been sponsored by Gazprom and its South Stream Corridor. The most
important secondary thing in the world – football or soccer, continues to resist the call of reconnection.
If there is still any rigid nationalism left, then it would be most present in and around football matches.
Nevertheless, slowly but surely this sport is being pushed in one direction – regional connection, in
which it does not matter which language we speak, but it certainly matters that we understand each
other.

100th Anniversary as Opportunity – Instead of a Conclusion
The Balkans are getting connected; it is a fact which can hardly be disputed. One could discuss how long
the process will take, how deep and how far it will go, what sort of obstacles it will come across, but there
is no doubt whatsoever that it is already well underway. Strong regional economic interdependence,
common cultural identity and uniform social fabric have turned out to be stronger than the numerous
disaster scenarios that have long been subscribed to the Balkans. It has certainly helped to have
a common EU perspective, this soft power used by the EU since the Thessaloniki Summit in 2003 to
encourage positive changes in the Western Balkans. Thus it is very important for it to reoccur next year,
on the 100th anniversary since the start of World War I. Perhaps not so much for the Balkans as for the
EU itself, which can use the doctrine of regional connection in the Balkans to defend its own identity,
which has been in crisis, partly for financial reasons and partly for the same wrong ideologies of national
homogeneity and exclusivity, which have been growing stronger in many EU member states. Perhaps
this centenary is a good chance for us to ask ourselves not only why the Balkans need the EU, but also
how important this region, connected and coherent, is for the EU.

28 “State of the Region 2013”, Regional Forum Publication of the 19th Sarajevo Film Festival.
29 Ibid.
30 South-East Handball Association for the territory of Southeastern and Central Europe, in which handball clubs from Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia, Croatia, Slovakia, Belarus, etc. are playing. See: www.seha-liga.com.

